Why shop at
PD OPTICS?

Getting glasses can be a major event

in your child’s life. Whether or not they
actually wear their glasses often
depends on proper fit, comfort, quality,
and accuracy of the lens prescription.
This is where PD Optics really stands
out. We are a full service specialty
optical shop for children of all ages. Our
pediatric optician is a highly trained
professional who specializes in helping
you select the right pair of glasses for
your child. We will walk you and your
child through it, step by step.
We have the largest selection of
children’s frames in northern New
Jersey.
Our frames are chosen for
quality and durability, as well as style.
All of our frames meet the doctors’
approval.
We know that kids are tough on their
glasses, and that’s why we provide a no
cost one year warranty on all frames and
lenses. You won’t find a comprehensive
warranty like this anywhere else. In
addition, we offer a Lifetime Protection
Plan that is good for the life of the
prescription.



Selection - We offer the largest

selection of children’s eyewear in
the area. In fact, our entire store
focuses on frames for kids.



Fit – Fitting kids’ glasses is our
specialty. Infants through
teenagers - we make sure your
child’s glasses are the right size
and fit.



Price - Our prices on comparable
frames and lenses are lower than
chain or big box stores. We also
have specials to make your
purchase even more affordable.



Quality – We stand behind our
work. Our frames and lenses must
be made to our doctors’ complete
specifications. That’s why we have
the best warranties around.



Safety – All of our glasses are
made with shatterproof safety
lenses to protect your child’s eyes.

FAQs
Can’t I just buy my child’s glasses online?
We recommend that you buy their eyeglasses in a
store. That will ensure the lens is made for their
unique eye measurements. Frame fit and
adjustment is critical and hard to get online.
A lot of eyeglass stores advertise inexpensive
glasses. Wouldn’t it be cheaper to buy glasses
there?
No. If you compare the same brands and styles
of frames, and the same lenses, you’ll find that
PD Optics has lower prices then most optical
chains or discount stores. We also have better
warranties and a Price Protection Guaranty.
Can I keep the same frames and just change
the lens?
Yes. If your child can’t go without their glasses,
ask the Optician about making special
arrangements.
Do you accept my vision plan if I buy glasses
for my child?
PD Optics has packages and specials that cost you
the same or less than glasses priced through
vision plans. Ask the Optician to compare your
plan with our prices.
I like what I see. Can adults purchase glasses
here?
Yes, we fit adults too. Many of the current
styles are designed to appeal to teenagers as well
as adults. The same quality, service, and
warranty applies to adults, even if you need
bifocals or progressive lenses.

